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Preliminary Outbreak Assessment 

Bluetongue virus (BTV-4) in Greece, Bulgaria and the 

Republic of Macedonia 

14
th
 August 2014     Ref: VITT/1200 BTV in Eastern Europe 

Disease Report 

The Bulgarian and Greek Authorities have reported multiple outbreaks of Bluetongue virus 

serotype 4 in cattle and sheep across many regions (OIE, 2014a and b; see map). In 

addition, the Republic of Macedonia has also reported an outbreak of Bluetongue 

(serotype to be 

determined) in sheep, 

not surprisingly given 

the situation in 

Greece and Bulgaria 

and the proximity of 

the outbreak to the 

borders with 

Macedonia.  

Disease control 

measures, such as 

movement restrictions 

are in place although 

it is understood 

vaccination is not 

being used in either 

Greece or Bulgaria.  

Situation Assessment 

Bluetongue serotype 4 has been reported in southern Europe in the last few years, in 

Cyprus (2011), Greece (2011-2), Italy (current), Spain (2012-3) and Portugal (2012-3) as 

well as North Africa (OIE, 2014c). However, sequence analysis on the virus isolated from 

the latest Greek outbreaks (from five samples from sheep in the Peloponnese area) 

suggests the strain present is a western lineage, but is not closely related to those from 

Greece and Cyprus several years ago and outbreaks could be the result of one or several 

incursions. The virus is a reassortant with segments derived from BTV-1, BTV-2 and BTV-

4 isolates circulating in the West Mediterranean and North Africa. This is not unusual in the 

bluetongue virus family; gene re-assortment occurs frequently. The relationship with virus 
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present in Spain, Portugal and Italy cannot be determined at present, as reference 

samples are not available. The Bulgarian strain has also been analysed and initial results 

suggest this is also a western strain, but with enough differences to suggest a separate 

incursion to that in Greece.   

Vaccines are based on one of the outer proteins of the virus capsid which also determines 

the serotype, therefore any BTV-4 vaccine would be effective for these new outbreaks. 

Inactivated BTV-4 vaccines (as well as BTV-1, BTV-2 and BTV-8) are approved for use in 

the EU but there are only small, limited amounts of stocks currently available and new 

production and licencing would take time, dependent on commercial demand. 

On the vector risk, the main midge species present in the Balkan area include the 

Palearctic species, Culicoides obsoletus. This species is commonly present in North 

Europe, including the UK as was implicated in transmission of BTV-8, as opposed to 

C.imicola which is present in South West Mediterranean and is the main BTV vector 

(Mellor et al, 2008).  

Conclusion 

The sequence data provided by the Pirbright Institute Community Reference Laboratory 

show that bluetongue is moving around the southern Mediterranean region still and 

therefore awareness should be maintained for new incursions or spread through vector 

movement.  

The UK has published an updated Bluetongue disease control strategy which is available 

on the UK.gov website: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bluetongue-gb-

disease-control-strategy 

The situation in Greece, Bulgaria and possibly wider in the Balkan region does not 

significantly increase the risk of disease incursion to the UK, which remains at “low” or 

“rare but does occur”. Control measures for trade in live animals are in place in line with 

the Bluetongue Regulation, EC/1266/2007.  
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